EASTERN CIVILIZATION – FINAL POSTER PROJECT

ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND ETHNIC GROUPS IN EAST AND SOUTH ASIA

www.StevenAndrewMartin.com/EasternCivilization/

PROJECT TYPE – ACADEMIC POSTER

Develop an academic poster using PowerPoint or other software which can incorporate text, maps, tables, and images.

PROJECT THEME – ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNICITY, AND LANGUAGE IN EAST AND SOUTH ASIA

(1) Choose an anthropologist with deep experience in living among, or studying, an ethnic group in South or East Asia.
(2) Discuss the events or interests which led the anthropologist to study the ethnic group or culture.
(3) Emphasize the language, culture, history, and location of the ethnic group.
(4) Identify the significance of the ethnic group in terms of Eastern civilization.

POSTER SIZE – INTERNATIONAL A3

Set slide dimensions for international A3, landscape (297 x 420 mm) (11.7 x 16.5 in)

TITLE – ANTHROPOLOGIST AND ETHNIC GROUP

• Title of your poster (name of the anthropologist), and subtitle (name of the ethnic group).
• Your name __________
• Nick name __________
• Student ID # __________

CONTENT – MAPS, IMAGES, TEXT, TABLES, REFERENCES

• Use your imagination and develop your topic creatively.
• Profile the anthropologist and his or her life, including formal education.
• Introduce the anthropologist’s work, including general history and background.
• Provide maps showing the location(s) of the ethnic group in South or East Asia.
• Provide images and details relevant to the ethnic group.
• Illustrate if the group is related to other ethnic groups in South or East Asia.
• Locate recent news or current events related to the ethnic group.
• Identify if the ethnic group is currently participating in tourism or other economic activity.
• Provide a time table (chronology table) of events relevant to the ethnic group.
• Provide a shortlist of references/resources in APA format.